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Mera Peak Pains

Addressing porter and trekker welfare

The afternoon shadows were beginning to lengthen on the faces of Cho
Oyu, Everest, Lhotse and Makalu and the countless peaks in between.

My hands were growing cold as I collapsed my tripod and put away my
camera gear to return to Mera high camp and capture the light as it faded
over Makalu, Chamlang, and distant Kangchenjunga which seemed to float,
suspended in the air, away to the east. As I walked the last few hundred
metres a solitary porter passed me, his basket empty, trudging heavy-footed
and late, back down the trail that earlier in the day had been heaving with
porters and trekkers ascending to high camp at around 5800m. His gait
seemed a little unsteady and he did not return my breatWess 'Namaste' as
I willingly stepped aside to allow him to pass.

On arriving back at camp a British trekker from another party asked me
if I had passed the lone porter and how he had seemed. He had apparently
been taken ill on arrival at camp earlier in the day and complained of a
severe headache before vomiting. The trekker was concerned because the
porter had been sent down unaccompanied. I asked where I could find the
group's sirdar. He eventually appeared and I introduced myself: 'I am a
doctor who works with the International Porter Protection Group. You
never send a sick porter down unaccompanied. He must always have
somebody with him.' The sirdar smiled, shrugged his shoulders and feigned
incomprehension. I could feel anger beginning to grow within me.
Fortunately at that moment Dawa, the sirdarfrom my own group, appeared,
grinned mischievously, and five minutes after animatedly translating my
words into rapid-fire Nepali, a Sherpa was scuttling off down the slope in
the fading light to accompany the porter to the safety of lower altitude. The
western leader of the group looked sheepish. 'I was concerned,' he said,
'but you know what they're like. They never listen. It needs p.eople with
authority like you to make them pay attention.'

This brief episode sums up so many of the problems faced by mountain
porters on Mera and in Nepal in general. Misunderstood by the majority
of westerners, mountain porters are itinerant workers, often of Rai, Tamang
or Chetri origin, from the middle hills of Nepal who have left their low
altitude villages to seek better paid work portering to support their families.
Frequently and wrongly labelled as Sherpas, and attributed with a Sherpa's
genetic adaptation to altitude, they are in fact lowlanders and as susceptible
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142. Right
Porter ascending from

the lower Hinku valley.
(Stephen Goodwin)

143. Left
Girl porter from the lower hills
takes a break at 4000m in the Hinku.
(Stephen Goodwin)

144. Trail routines: porters prepare tsampa in a mid-morning break en route
up the Hinku valley. (Stephen Goodwin)



145. Porter on the Mera La (5400m) heading for the high camp.
(Stephen Goodwin)

to altitude-related illness as any westerner, perhaps more so as a result of
the heavy loads that they are forced by necessity to carry. Problems with
altitude illness are compounded by an understandable unwillingness among
porters to admit to illness for fear it will result in being paid off, sent back
down the mountain and losing the opportunity for future work. Porter
unemployment is now a significant problem in Nepal, as anybody who has
flown into Lukla recently and been met by hundreds of porters jostling for
work will realize. With the majority lacking any form of health insurance,
too many hide their symptoms until it is too late.

The descending porter I had met was fortunate. At least his condition
had been recognised and appropriate action taken in sending him down.
Others are less fortunate. That morning at breakfast just below the Mera
La we had been shocked to hear of the deaths of two porters in the remote
Hongu Valley a week previously. Details were sketchy, but it appeared that
while returning from carrying loads to Baruntse base camp they had been
caught out in a storm, and inadequately clad and without shelter had
perished. We shall never know who the porters were who dted so that
westerners could enjoy a mountaineering holiday on a peak that has already
had in excess of 200 ascents, and we shall never know how many children
their widows must now struggle to raise unaided or how, if ever, they learnt
of their husbands' deaths. Flimsy clothing and footwear are the norm for
the majority of porters and a source of amazement for unthinking
westerners. They marvel at the seemingly superhuman strength of their
porters, toiling under the weight of several trekkers' bags wearing only thin
ciothing and only plimsolls or flip-flops on their feet.
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Rarely do people make the connection that the porters are only there and
working so poorly equipped in such an extreme environment because they,
as tourists, have chosen and paid to go there. Even more rarely do people
grasp that they can influence and improve their porters' welfare for the
better.

I was visiting the Hinku valley, and the village of Khare in particular, as
a member of the International Porter Protection Group (IPPG) to investigate
problems rumoured to exist there for both porters working for the trekking
industry and the trekkers themselves, and to look into the feasibility of
expanding a small, tented aid post sponsored by a major trekking and
climbing company into a formal, medically staffed rescue post and porter
shelter. Each season reports have filtered back to organizations such as
IPPG and Community Action Nepal (CAN) of injury, altitude illness and
even deaths on and around Mera. It was four and a half years since I had
last visited the Hinku valley and I was surprised to see the development
that had taken place during that time. On my last visit the valley had been
under Maoist control with trekking groups receiving visits in camp from
heavily armed guerillas asking for generous contributions to the cause. The
Maoist presence remained but now, since a ceasefire and political changes,
it was no longer covert and hidden. Posters extolling the Maoist leader
Prachandra's vision for a new communist Nepal were proudly displayed in
every village next to the fading Maoist graffiti from an episode everybody
but the Nepalese government had recognized as a civil war.

A number of possible approach routes lead to the Hinku valley but all
converge on the village of Khote, also known as Tashing Ongma, at 3600m.
This village had doubled in size since my last visit with the building of
substantial new lodges. In 2003 we had been one of the few groups in the
valley, but now many parties were ascending or descending, on their way
to or from the climb of Mera Peak. From Khote the path gains 800m along
a wide, boulder-strewn riverbed and over moorland to the village of Tangnag
(4400m). The riverbed was gouged out when a glacial lake above Tangnag
burst in 1997 sending a giant wave of water tearing down the riverbed.
Some of the boulders were the size of houses. It seems extraordinary that
nobody was reported killed by this unimaginably powerful event. Tangnag
sits opposite the imposing north face of Mera. Here I met a group who had
had to evacuate a member of their party with high-altitude pulmonary
oedema and the following morning had to organise a helicopter rescue for
a woman with life-threatening high-altitude cerebral oedema. She and her
husband had descended overnight from Khare after realising that the
woman's condition, which had developed at Mera high camp, was not
resolving despite the 1000m loss of altitude.

The path from Tangnag to Khare, some 400m above, crosses moraines
and winds up a narrow river valley before opening onto summer yak pastures
criss-crossed by streams and ringed by spectacular snow peaks. On my first
attempt to ascend to Khare I came across a porter sitting shivering, breathless



146. Tangnag (4400m), staging post on the Mera Peak trail. Boulder debris
fIlls the valley bottom from a glacier lake burst in 1997. (Stephen Goodwin)

147. <;Jraffiti of civil war. A fading reminder of who called the shots - and still does
- in the Hinku during Nepal's years of turmoil. (Stephen Goodwin)
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and coughing at the side of the trail. He was screwing up his eyes against
the bright morning light. A number of groups had already passed him despite
the fact that he was obviously sick. It transpired that he too had taken ill in
the Hongu valley while portering for an expedition on Baruntse and had
been sent back on his own down the Hongu and over the Mera La. He had
had to cross this glaciated pass at 5400m wearing a thin jacket, tracksuit
bottoms, a scarf wrapped around his head and plimsolls on his feet.
Sunglasses were conspicuous by their absence. An initial assessment
suggested that he was suffering from hypothermia, pneumonia and probably
high-altitude pulmonary oedema, and a degree of snow blindness. We
evacuated him, initially on foot, and then on the back of a porter, to Tangnag
where, with the loss of altitude and appropriate treatment, including a
number of hours in a portable hyperbaric bag, he made a good recovery.
The following morning we were able to leave Tangnag in opposite directions,
he to descend with another porter and me to attempt to reach Khare again.

My fIrst impression of Khare was that it had changed little from my
previous visit. It remains a collection of poorly constructed yak herders'
huts, surrounded by trekking parties' tents and toilets, clinging to the hillside
below a landslide. Yet while in character it may have changed little, it had
increased considerably in size. According to fIgures from the Nepal
Mountaineering Association, just under 800 climbers attempted Mera each
year between 2003 and 2006, although this has fallen from more than 1000
a year in the late 1990s. A brief survey on my fIrst night revealed 10 groups
of varying sizes with a total of around 80 trekkers, 50 trekking staff and
nearly 150 porters. Predictably, with so many people in the village, many
porters were forced to sleep outside at an altitude of nearly 5000m and
with night temperatures dropping to well below freezing. Inadequate"shelter
remains one of the major problems faced by porters who, having spent the
day carrying trekkers' tents, sleeping bags and down jackets, are left to
fend for themselves and sleep in caves or rough shelters. While the problem
is being addressed in more developed areas such as the Khumbu with the
construction of dedicated porter shelters such as the CAN-built !PPG shelter
at Machermo in the Gokyo valley, the shelter built by the monks of the
Tengboche monastery and the planned CAN shelter at Gorak Shep, in more
remote but increasingly frequented areas such as the Hinku, porters continue
to suffer while their clients sleep in comfort. Further afIeld, in areas such
as the Langtang, the problem is even worse.

During the week that I spent in and around Khare my time was divided
between talking to the locals and treating sick trekkers and their porters.
News of a doctor in the village led to frequent visits to my tent door. The
majority came with the usual assortment of high-altitude coughs, sore
throats and mild symptoms of acute mountain sickness (AMS), but
worryingly I saw five cases of frostbite to the foot, all of which required
helicopter evacuation, and two cases of frostbitten fingers. I also heard of a
further case of high-altitude pulmonary oedema that had also been flown
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out by helicopter. My experience was rapidly confIrming the problems
rumoured to exist in the Hinku and the cause of much of the altitude-related
illness was easy to see.

Although there are several routes into the Hinku valley, increasing
numbers choose to fly into Lukla at 2800m and cross into the Hinku via
the Zetra La. It is possible to acclimatise perfectly well before crossing this
4600m pass but few groups appear to be doing so. Instead many are spend
ing only one night at Chutanga on the west (Lukla) side of the Zetra La
before crossing to Tuli Kharka, the first huts on the east side at 4200m. The
result, predictably, is significant altitude illness. On the night that I spent in
Tuli Kharka the 'village' seemed to be full of people with bad hangovers,
shuffling around gaunt-faced, holding their pounding heads in their hands,
or pushing their food disinterestedly away - all classic signs of a completely
avoidable epidemic of AMS. People think they can get away with this reck
less approach to acclimatisation because the following day they descend to
Khote at 3600m and their symptoms will resolve. Unfortunately once in
the Hinku there is only one village, Tangnag at 4400m, between Khote and
Khare at almost SOOOm. One of the many things known about acclimatisa
tion is that everyone acclimatises at their own rate and this will vary widely
across a group often randomly thrown together for a trek or a climb. Ideally,
for good acclimatisation, it should take four to five days to get from an
altitude of 3600m to SOOOm but few groups in the Hinku seem to choose to
follow this well accepted wisdom. The result is that many trekkers who are
paying considerable sums of money to be guided up Mera in safety and in
a condition to maximise their chance of reaching the summit, arrive at
Khare inadequately acclimatised for the ascent. The same, of course, applies
to their porters who have no choice but to be there. I

The number of cases of frostbite that I saw was unexpected but not difficult
to understand. Despite the technical ease of the normal route up Mera 
providing nothing goes wrong, it requires no more than the ability to put
one crampon in front of the other - reaching any summit at almost 6S00m
places considerable physiological stress on the climber. For many, Mera
seemed to be a first experience of a glaciated snow peak and a first experience
of such altitudes. Alpine experience appeared to be the exception rather
than the norm and many were learning to use crampons for the first time.
All of those who had frostbitten feet had been wearing leather boots. The
arguments for and against the opening up of the Himalaya by commercial
operators have been rehearsed countless times; there are companies who

I In autumn 2007 the editor entered the Hinku with a Himalayan Kingdoms
group via the Pangkongma La, well to the south of the Zetra La and almost
2000m lower. Though this adds two more days to the trek from Lukla to Khote,
mqst of it is spent around the 3000m contour and is a boon to good
acclimatisation.
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insist on appropriate experience from their clients, ensure that clients are
properly equipped, who follow sensible ascent profiles that optimise the
chance of acclimatisation and place the welfare of their native staff on an
equal footing with those of their clients; sadly there are other companies
who do not do these things and the look of almost shock on the wearied
faces of those walking back into camp, and their incredulity at the cold and
wind speeds that they had experienced on the summit, was eloquent
testimony to this fact.

My discussions with Karmi Sherpa and other members of the Mera Alpine
Group Committee, effectively the Hinku valley council, were both
encouraging and daunting. The committee was aware of all of the problems
I had come to investigate, yet each one we talked about seemed to throw
up several others that I had not envisaged. In addition to porter welfare
and the high incidence of altitude illness, they had identified other serious
issues. A clean and safe water supply is needed for Khare. The absence of a
safe water supply and the proliferation of toilet tents mean that it can only
be a matter of time before there :i'!; a major outbreak of gastrointestinal
illness. Almost every group arriving digs at least one fresh toilet rather
than using the dilapidated and admittedly quite offensive village toilets.
Rubbish disposal is also a major problem along with deforestation lower
down the valley. The scree slope above Khare is also unstable. Karmi and
Dendi Sherpa showed me two potential sites with good water supplies where
a porter shelter could be constructed. They were keen that the tented porter
aid post be incorporated as a permanent rescue post and ideally staffed by
a doctor during the trekking seasons along the lines of the Rescue Post and
Porter Shelter run by IPPG at Machermo. From what I had seen, a rescue
post would be immensely useful, not only for medical services but also for
the provision of education on altitude illness. At Machermo, as at the
Himalayan Rescue Association (HRA) posts at Pheriche and Manang, there
are daily, well-attended talks for trekkers on both altitude illness and porter
welfare. Research from the HRA at Pheriche has demonstrated a fall in the
incidence of AMS amongst westerners from more than SO per cent in the
mid-1970s to 30 per cent in 1996; the most probable cause for this reduction
is increased awareness and understanding of the condition. Interestingly,
the incidence of AMS amongst porters passing through Pheriche during
the same period in the 1990s was found, at almost 40 per cent, to be
considerably greater than among westerners.

While there is an undoubted need for a porter shelter and rescue post in
Khare, the crux of our discussions centred around how to fund and safely
run what would become the most substantial building in a village that is
not inhabited all year round. One possible solution would be to set up a tented,
seasonal, rescue post along similar lines to that operated by Dr Luanne
Freer and the HRA at Everest base camp. A permanent building such as
the Machermo post would cost around US$lOO,OOO to build and equip.
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148. Pitching Mera high camp. At 5800m this can be a place of headaches
and worse for trekkers and porters alike. Beyond are Makalu and
Chamlang (right). (Stephen Goodwin)
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Despite the numbers of people now passing through the Hinku, there is
certainly not that kind of money available within Khare. Nor could money
be found locally for the other improvements sought by the Mera Alpine
Group. The reasons for this, and why the development which has taken
place in the Hinku is of such poor quality compared to the Khumbu just a
couple of valleys away, are complex and beyond the scope of this article.

The Mera Alpine Group expressed their frustration that they receive none
of the money from the permits to climb Mera that they rigorously police
for the Nepal Mountaineering Association. While there clearly is injustice
in this situation, is it really beyond the means of the mountaineering
community to fund these greatly needed projects for the benefit of all? Is it
too radical to suggest that instead of an equipment or clothing company
sponsoring yet another climber they sponsor the construction of porter
shelters where they are so desperately needed in Nepal?

On descending from Tuli Kharka I came across a porter perched, bird
like, in the branches of a bush. We both watched as another porter struggled
past carrying the kit bags of three trekkers. I commented that to be expected
to carry such a load was inhuman and should not be allowed. The porter in
the bush looked at me and shrugged. 'Kay garnay, sahib? What to do? Our
politicians are too busy fighting among themselves. What interest do they
have in the lives of us poor porters?' The politicians of Nepal may care
very little about the lives of mountain porters, but this does not mean that
we should follow their example.

Immediate action
Important though the matters discussed here undoubtedly are, the welfare
of mountain porters could be improved overnight if those of us who visit
Nepal took ownership of the problem and insisted on our porters being
treated to the same standards as ourselves. The International Porter
Protection Group has published guidelines that may be summarised as
follows:

1. The provision of adequate clothing and footwear for all porters for
their protection in bad weather and at altitude.

2. The provision of adequate shelter, food and drink.
3. Access to the same medical care and insurance as western clients.
4. Accompanied descent with appropriate care if porters fall ill.
5. No porter should be asked to carry a load that is too heavy

for their physical ability or safety.

Anybody using a commercial company to trek or climb in Nepal should
ask whether these guidelines are followed and if they are not, explain to
the company why they are going elsewhere.
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